Collaborate Visio Drawings
effectively with VSD Viewer for
Mac 4.0
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Nektony today announces VSD Viewer 4.0 for Mac OS X. Ideal for anyone who uses Visio
drawings as a reference, VSD Viewer allows Mac users to open VSD files created with Visio
2000 - 2013, a file extension for a vector graphics format developed and owned by MS Visio.
Opening a Visio drawing on Mac with VSD Viewer is as simple as drag and drop the file to its
application window. The new version extends VSD Viewer for Mac with the ability to display the
shape date of the MS Visio objects.
Odesa, Ukraine - Today Nektony released a new version of VSD Viewer for Mac. The new
version extends VSD Viewer for Mac with the ability to display the shape date of the MS Visio
objects. The ability to view the shape data is often required by advanced MS Visio users.
The Shape Data option of MS Visio objects is often used by professional MS Visio users for
adding properties and data to the ordinary Visio objects. VSD Viewer can display the shape data
on several objects simultaneously.
Another important addition is available to evaluate the VSD Viewer for Mac before purchasing it
since version 4.0. The no-charged time-limited evaluating version of VSD Viewer for Mac is
available for download from Nektony's site.
Also, the 4.0 version comes with a set of improvements, designed on requirements of
experienced users of VSD Viewer for Mac: possibility to print document instantly - from the
application directly without converting to PDF, guidelines displaying, and a number of general
performance improvements.
Nektony understands how is important to be part of the business community that is strongly
committed to Apple technologies and also seeking to operate in an efficient and effective
manner. VSD Viewer for Mac meets the needs of professional Mac users to open Microsoft Visio
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2000 - 2013 drawings (.vsd, .vdx, .vsdx) in compliance with security avoiding the use of an
Internet-conversion, by the means of embedded off- line scripts.

System Requirements:
* Mac OS X 10.8 or later
* 4.4 MB

Pricing and Availability:
VSD Viewer for Mac 4.0 is priced at $14.99 USD and is available worldwide through the Mac App
Store in the Business category.

About Nektony
Nektony is a software development company with a passion for Apple technologies and
products, and a commitment to release functional, stable and efficient applications for all Mac
fans. The company's software development experience allows it to work on projects of nearly any
complexity and create products with outstanding usability. Copyright (C) 2011 Nektony. All Rights
Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the
U.S. and/or other countries.
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